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Abstract
We extend to the von Neumann–Schatten classes Cp and norms ‖ · ‖p , where 2  p < ∞, Penrose’s
result on minimizing ‖AXB − C‖2. We give an example to show that this extension does not hold for
1  p < 2. The proof of the global inequality depends on local considerations.
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1. Introduction
This paper extends to the von Neumann–Schatten classes Cp Penrose’s “double-sided” result
on minimizing
‖AXB − C‖2.
In [11, Corollary 1] Penrose proved the beautifully symmetric result that if A+ and B+ denote
the Moore–Penrose inverses of the matrices A and B then
‖AXB − C‖2  ‖AA+CB+B − C‖2, (1.1)
with A+CB+ being the unique minimizer of minimal ‖ · ‖2 norm (here, ‖ · ‖2 is the Euclidean
norm on matrices).
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The special “right-handed” case of the above inequality concerned with minimizing ‖AX −
C‖2 (and the corresponding “left-handed” one concerned with minimizing ‖XB − C‖2) have
already been extended toCp. In [7, Theorem 2.2], [8, Theorem 3.3(a)] it is shown that ifAX − C ∈
Cp then AA+C − C ∈ Cp and
‖AX − C‖p  ‖AA+C − C‖p, 1  p < ∞, (1.2)
with A+C being the unique minimizer of minimal ‖ · ‖p norm provided 1 < p < ∞; the unique-
ness assertion requires that p /= 1, cf. Lemma 2.2 below. Here, in (1.2) the symbols ‖ · ‖p refer to
the von Neumann–Schatten norm, defined in (2.3) below. In the special case when the operators
are matrices and p = 2 the von Neumann–Schatten norm coincides with the Euclidean norm.
(Actually, the inequalities (1.2), and (1.3) below, hold for a slightly wider class of generalized
inverses.) Additionally, local considerations (using Theorem 2.1 below) are also adduced [7, The-
orem 2.3(a)], [8, Theorem 3.3(b)]: it is shown that the map X → ‖AX − C‖pp, where 1 < p < ∞,
has critical points only at its global minimizers. (Obviously, there are corresponding global/local
results for ‖XB − C‖p.)
The approach adopted here is slightly different. First, in Theorem 3.1 (cf. [6]) the critical points
of the map X → ‖AXB − C‖pp, where 2  p < ∞, are classified. This yields in Theorem 4.2,
via a truncation argument (cf. [9, Theorem 4.1]), the global result
‖AXB − C‖p  ‖AA+CB+B − C‖p, 2  p < ∞, (1.3)
with A+CB+ being the unique minimizer of minimal ‖ · ‖p norm.
The above inequality (1.3) does not hold for 1  p < 2: this is shown by Example 4.1. Thus,
the double-sided inequality (1.3) does not subsume the one-sided result (1.2) as one might have
hoped.
2. Preliminaries
We highlight here some of the results and terminology we need in this paper: for a general
background of operator theory see [8, pp. 100–101]. Throughout, H is the underlying separable
Hilbert space and L(H) is the set of all bounded linear operators on H .
An operator A− is said to be a generalized inverse of the operator A if AA−A = A. An
operator A has a generalized inverse if and only if its range, Ran A, is closed [13, p. 251]. (This
condition is automatically satisfied in finite-dimensions.) For an operator A with closed range its
Moore–Penrose inverse, denoted A+, satisfies
AA+A = A (i),
A+AA+ = A+ (ii),
(AA+)∗ = AA+ (iii),
(A+A)∗ = A+A (iv);
(2.1)
and, further, A+ is uniquely determined by these properties [10, Theorem 1]. If an operator A−
satisfies properties (i) and (iii) of (2.1) (so that AA−A = A and (AA−)∗ = AA−) it will be called
a (i), (iii) inverse of A; if A− satisfies (i) and (iv) of (2.1) it will be called a (i), (iv) inverse of A.
Observe that if A− is a (i), (iii) inverse of A then AA− is the projection onto Ran A (for, by (iii)
and (i) of (2.1), (AA−)∗ = AA− = (AA−A)A = (AA−)2; and if f ∈ Ran A, so that f = Ag
for some g in H , then AA−f = AA−Ag = Ag = f ). Similarly, if A− is a (i), (iv) inverse of A
then A−A is the projection onto (Ker A)⊥ (for, by (iv), (i) of (2.1), A−A is a projection and, by
(i), A(I − A−A) = A − A = 0). Recall also that for A and B having closed ranges, the operator
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equation AXB = C has a solution if and only if AA−CB−B = C in which case the general
solution is
X = X1 + L − A−ALBB−, (2.2)
where X1 is a particular solution of AXB = C and L is arbitrary in L(H) [10, Theorem 2].
We recall some properties of the von Neumann–Schatten classes. (For more details see [12,
Chapter 2] or [2, Chapter XI].) A compact operator A is said to be in the von Neumann–Schatten
class Cp if, for some p > 0,
∞∑
i=1
si(A)
p < ∞;
here, (si(A))∞1 is the sequence of positive eigenvalues of |A| (= (A∗A)1/2) arranged in decreasing
order and repeated according to multiplicity. For an operator A in Cp we define
‖A‖p =
[ ∞∑
i=1
si(A)
p
]1/p
. (2.3)
For 0 < p < ∞ the class Cp is a 2-sided, self-adjoint ideal in L(H): that is, if A ∈ Cp and
S ∈ L(H) then AS ∈ Cp and SA ∈ Cp; and if A ∈ Cp then A∗ ∈ Cp and ‖A‖p = ‖A∗‖p (be-
cause, for all A, si(A) = si(A∗)). The property that ‖A‖p = ‖A∗‖p is sometimes called the
self-adjointedness of ‖ · ‖p.
For 1  p < ∞ it can be shown that ‖ · ‖p is a norm, called the von Neumann–Schatten norm.
Under this norm Cp is a Banach space; and, further, the class of all operators of finite rank is
dense in Cp. (An operator A is of finite rank if dim Ran A < ∞.)
The class C1 is called the trace class. If A ∈ C1 and if {φi} is an orthonormal basis of the
separable Hilbert space H then the trace of A, denoted tr A and defined by
tr A =
∞∑
i=1
〈Aφi, φi〉
is finite and independent of the particular basis chosen. Trace has two nice properties: trace is
linear; and trace is invariant, that is, if A ∈ C1 and S ∈ L(H) then
tr(AS) = tr(SA). (2.4)
For 1  p < ∞ it can be shown that A ∈ Cp if and only if |A|p ∈ C1 and
‖A‖p = [tr(|A|p)]1/p. (2.5)
The following result shows how modulus inequalities are replicated by norm inequalities,
both in the supremum norm ‖ · ‖ and in the von Neumann–Schatten norm ‖ · ‖p. (Recall that the
supremum norm is defined by ‖A‖ = sup‖f ‖=1 ‖Af ‖. Recall also that the notation A  B for
self-adjoint operators A and B means that 〈Af, f 〉  〈Bf, f 〉 for all f in H .)
Lemma 2.1 [8, Lemma 3.1]. If |X|2  |A|2 then
(a) ‖X‖  ‖A‖;
(b) if, further, X is compact then |X|  |A|;
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(c) and if, further, X ∈ Cp, where 1  p < ∞, then A ∈ Cp and
‖X‖p  ‖A‖p.
For 1 < p < ∞ the space Cp satisfies certain convexity properties on which the next two results
depend.
Lemma 2.2 [8, Lemma 2.5]. If ζ is a convex set of operators in Cp, where 1 < p < ∞, there is
at most one minimizer of ‖X‖p where X ∈ ζ.
We state next the Aiken, Erdos and Goldstein differentiation result.
Theorem 2.1 [1, Theorem 2.1]. If 1 < p < ∞, the map X 
→ ‖X‖pp (from Cp to R+) is differ-
entiable with derivative Dx at X given by
Dx(T ) = p Re tr[|X|p−1U∗T ],
where X = U |X| is the polar decomposition of X. If the underlying Hilbert space is finite-
dimensional the same result holds for 0 < p  1 at every invertible element X.
3. The local theorem
Theorem 3.1. Let A and B have closed ranges and A have a (i), (iii) inverse A− and B have a
(i), (iv) inverse B−. Let X vary such that AXB − C ∈ Cp for 2  p < ∞. Let
Fp : X 
→ ‖AXB − C‖pp.
Then V is a critical point of Fp if and only if
V = A−CB− + L − A−ALBB−
for arbitrary L in L(H).
Proof. Let V be a critical point of the map Fp. Let S be an arbitrary increment of V , that is, S
is arbitrary provided A(V + S)B − C ∈ Cp, equivalently, ASB ∈ Cp. By considering Fp(V +
S) − Fp(V ) it follows, from Theorem 2.1, that
0 = DAVB−C(ASB) = p Re tr[|AVB − C|p−1U∗ASB] (3.1)
whereAVB − C = U |AVB − C| is the polar decomposition ofAVB − C. TakeS as the operator
S = λ(f ⊗ g) where λ is an arbitrary complex number and f and g are arbitrary vectors. (The
rank 1 operator f ⊗ g is defined by f ⊗ g : x 
→ 〈x, f 〉g; recall that tr[T (f ⊗ g)] = 〈T g, f 〉,
cf. [12, p. 73, 90].) Then by (2.4)
0 = Re tr[B|AVB − C|p−1U∗A(f ⊗ g)] = Re λ〈B|AVB − C|p−1U∗Ag, f 〉.
Since f and g are arbitrary this forces
0 = B|AVB − C|p−1U∗A.  (3.2)
The assertion below shows how the restriction p  2 arises.
Assertion. Let p  2. Then B|AXB − C|p−1U∗A = 0 if and only if B|AXB − C|U∗A = 0.
Proof of Assertion. On the one hand, if 0 = B|AXB − C|p−1U∗A then, provided p  2,
Ran|AXB − C|U∗A ⊆ Ker B|AXB − C|p−2. Now, from the spectral theorem it follows that
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Ker|AXB − C|s = Ker|AXB − C|t for s, t  0. Therefore, Ker B ⊥ Ker|AXB − C|p−2 since
if f ∈ Ker B then f /∈ Ker|AXB − C|p−2 = Ker|AXB − C|2(= {f : ‖AXBf − Cf ‖2 = 0})
and if f ∈ Ker|AXB − C|p−2 then, similarly, f /∈ Ker B. Thus,
Ran|AXB − C|U∗A ⊆ Ker B|AXB − C|p−2 = Ker B ⊕ Ker|AXB − C|p−2. (3.3)
Further, again from the spectral theorem,
Ran|AXB − C|U∗A ⊆ Ran|AXB − C| = (Ker|AXB − C|)⊥
= (Ker|AXB − C|p−2)⊥. (3.4)
This, in conjunction with (3.3), forces Ran|AXB − C|U∗A ⊆ Ker B, that is, 0 = B|AXB −
C|U∗A.
On the other hand, if 0 = B|AXB − C|U∗A then Ran|AXB − C|U∗A ⊆ Ker B. By (3.4),
Ran|AXB − C|U∗A ⊥ Ker|AXB − C|p−2; thus, by (3.3) “backwards”,
Ran|AXB − C|U∗A ⊆ Ker B ⊕ Ker|AXB − C|p−2 = KerB|AXB − C|p−2
and so B|AXB − C|p−1U∗A = 0.
Returning to (3.2), it follows from the assertion that B|AVB − C|U∗A = 0. Equivalently,
B(AVB − C)∗A = 0, that is, A∗(AVB − C)B∗ = 0 so that
A∗AVBB∗ = A∗CB∗. (3.5)
To solve this equation multiply it on the left by (A−)∗ and on the right by (B−)∗. Since A− is
a (i), (iii) inverse of A and B− is a (i), (iv) inverse of B then (A−)∗A∗ = (AA−)∗ = AA− and
B∗(B−)∗ = (B−B)∗ = B−B so that (A−)∗A∗A = A and BB∗(B−)∗ = B. Thus, from (3.5), V
satisfies
AVB = AA−CB−B. (3.6)
Therefore, it follows from (2.2) that (3.6) has a solution V given by
V = A−CB− + L − A−ALBB− (3.7)
for arbitrary L in L(H).
Conversely, if V is given by (3.7) then V satisfies (3.6). As A− and B− are (i), (iii) and (i),
(iv) inverses
A∗AVBB∗ = A∗(AA−CB−B)B∗ = A∗(AA−)∗C(B−B)∗B∗ = A∗CB∗.
So, 0 = A∗(AVB − C)B∗ and hence 0 = B(AVB − C)∗A = B|AVB − C|U∗A. Therefore,
from the assertion 0 = B|AVB − C|p−1U∗A. So, for all S in L(H), on using (2.4),
0 = tr[B|AVB − C|p−1U∗AS] = tr[|AVB − C|p−1U∗ASB],
that is, cf. (3.1), V is a critical point of Fp. 
4. The global theorem
In the proof of the global theorem we shall need the following simple deductions from Lemma
2.1 and (2.5).
Lemma 4.1
(a) If A + B ∈ Cp, where 1  p < ∞, and if Ran A ⊥ Ran B then A ∈ Cp, B ∈ Cp and
‖A + B‖p  ‖A‖p;
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(b) if A + B ∈ C2 and if Ran A ⊥ Ran B then, further,
‖A + B‖22 = ‖A‖22 + ‖B‖22;
(c) the conclusions of (a) and (b) hold if Ran A∗ ⊥ Ran B∗ (instead of Ran A ⊥ Ran B).
Proof. (a) Let E be the orthogonal projection onto Ran A. Since Ran A ⊥ Ran B then A = EA =
E(A + B) ∈ Cp and so B ∈ Cp. Again, since Ran A ⊥ Ran B then B∗A = 0 = A∗B so that
|A + B|2 = (A + B)∗(A + B) = |A|2 + |B|2  |A|2.
Hence, by Lemma 2.1, ‖A + B‖p  ‖A‖p.
(b) The equality just proved, viz., |A + B|2 = |A|2 + |B|2, shows by (2.5) and the linearity of
trace that
‖A + B‖22 = tr[|A|2 + |B|2] = tr[|A|2] + tr[|B|]2 = ‖A‖22 + ‖B‖22.
(c) This is immediate from (a) and (b) using the self-adjointness of ‖ · ‖p. 
Theorem 4.1. Let A and B have closed ranges and A have a (i), (iii) inverse A− and B have a
(i), (iv) inverse B−. Let X vary such that AXB − C ∈ Cp. Then for 2  p < ∞,
‖AXB − C‖p  ‖AA−CB−B − C‖p (4.1)
with equality if and only if
X = A−CB− + L − A−ALBB−
for all L in L(H); and if A− = A+ and B− = B+ and A+CB+ + L − A+ALBB+ ∈ Cp for
1  p < ∞ then A+CB+ ∈ Cp and
‖A+CB+ + L − A+ALBB+‖p  ‖A+CB+‖p (4.2)
with equality if, and for 1 < p < ∞ only if, L − A+ALBB+ = 0.
Proof. First, suppose that the underlying space is finite-dimensional and that X is a contraction,
i.e., such that ‖X‖  1. The set of contractions is bounded and closed (for the condition that
X∗X − I  0 characterizes the contractions and the mapX 
→ X∗X is continuous, cf. [4, Problem
129]). Hence, the set of contractions is compact since H is finite-dimensional. Therefore, the
continuous mapFp : X 
→ ‖AXB − C‖pp is bounded, attains its bounds and therefore has a global
minimizer and hence a critical point at X = V , say. Since, by Theorem 3.1, V = A−CB− + L −
A−ALBB−, that is, AVB = AA−CB−B, therefore
‖AXB − C‖p  ‖AA−CB−B − C‖p. (4.3)
The condition that the operator X is a contraction may now be lifted: in the identity ‖AXB −
C‖p = ‖X‖‖A
(
X
‖X‖
)
B − C‖X‖‖p apply the inequality (4.3) to the contraction X‖X‖ : the result
immediately follows.
To extend the inequality (4.3) to infinite dimensions let {φi}∞1 be a complete orthonormal
basis of the separable Hilbert space H . Let En be the orthogonal projection onto S{φ1, . . . , φn}.
Consider
En(AXB − C)En = (EnA)X(BEn) − (EnCEn),
where AXB − C ∈ Cp for 2  p < ∞. Since A− is a (i), (iii) inverse of A and B− is a (i), (iv)
inverse of B and En is the Moore–Penrose inverse of En it follows from [14, Theorem 2.1] that
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(EnA)
− = A−En and (BEn)− = EnB− are (i) inverses of EnA and BEn respectively. Further,
(EnA)(EnA)
− = EnAA−En and (BEn)−(BEn) = EnB−BEn are both self-adjoint (because
A− is a (iii) inverse and B− is a (iv) inverse). Thus, applying the finite-dimensional result (4.3)
‖En(AXB − C)En‖p ‖(EnA)(EnA)−(EnCEn)(BEn)−(BEn) − (EnCEn)‖p
= ‖En(AA−EnCEnB−B − C)En‖p.
Let n → ∞. Then it is a consequence of [3, Lemma 2] that as En tends strongly to I the sequence
{En(AA−EnCEnB−B − C)En} converges in Cp to AA−CB−B − C. Hence, the inequality
(4.3) holds in infinite dimensions.
As for the equality assertion, if equality holds in (4.3) then X is a global minimizer and hence a
critical point of Fp; therefore, by Theorem 3.1, X = A−CB− + L − A−ALBB−. (Alternatively,
the set {AXB − C} is convex and therefore, by Lemma 2.2, the quantity ‖AXB − C‖p has at
most one global minimizer.)
To obtain the inequality (4.2) (that is, to minimize ‖A+CB+ + L − A+ALBB+‖p) consider
the decomposition of the arbitrary operator L in L(H):
L = PLQ + PL(1 − Q) + (1 − P)LQ + (1 − P)L(1 − Q)
for arbitrary orthogonal projections P and Q. Here, take P = A+A and Q = BB+ (justified
because A+ is also a (i), (iv) inverse and B+ is also a (i), (iii) inverse). In terms of P and Q
A+CB+ + L − A+ALBB+ = A+CB+ + PL(1 − Q) + (1 − P)Y,
where Y = LQ + L(1 − Q). Then as Ran(A+CB+ + PL(1 − Q)) ⊥ Ran(1 − P)Y (for (1 −
P)A+ = A+ − A+AA+ = 0 because A+ is a (ii) inverse) it follows from Lemma 4.1(a) that
‖A+CB+ + L − A+ALBB+‖p  ‖A+CB+ + PL(1 − Q)‖p. (4.4)
Next, as Ran(A+CB+)∗ ⊥ Ran(PL(1 − Q))∗ (for (1 − Q)(B+)∗ = (B+)∗ − (BB+)∗(B+)∗ =
0 because B+ is a (ii), (iii) inverse) it follows from Lemma 4.1(c) that
‖A+CB+ + PL(1 − Q)‖p  ‖A+CB+‖p
which, from (4.4), gives the desired inequality (4.2).
The equality assertion for 1 < p < ∞ follows from Lemma 2.2 since the set {A+CB+ + L −
A+ALBB+ : A,B,C fixed} is convex. 
In the special p = 2 case Theorem 4.1 has a simpler proof which, moreover, is entirely
independent of convexity considerations.
Proof of Theorem 4.1 for p = 2.
First, in the identity
AXB − C = (AXB − AA−C) + (AA−C − C)
we have Ran(AXB − AA−C) ⊥ Ran(AA−C − C) (because A− is a (i), (iii) inverse). Second,
in the identity
AXB − AA−C = (AXB − AA−CB−B) + (AA−CB−B − AA−C)
we have Ran(AXB − AA−CB−B)∗ ⊥ Ran(AA−CB−B − AA−C)∗ (because B− is a (i), (iv)
inverse). Thus, by Lemma 4.1(b), (c) applied successively
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‖AXB − C‖22 = ‖AXB − AA−CB−B‖22
+ ‖AA−CB−B − AA−C‖22 + ‖AA−C − C‖22 (4.5)
But Ran(AA−CB−B − AA−C) ⊥ Ran(AA−C − C) so that by Lemma 4.1(b) “backwards”
‖AA−CB−B − AA−C‖22 + ‖AA−C − C‖22 = ‖AA−CB−B − C‖22.
So, (4.5) becomes
‖AXB − C‖22 =‖AXB − AA−CB−B‖22 + ‖AA−CB−B − C‖22
‖AA−CB−B − C‖22
as desired. If equality holds in the above inequality then AXB = AA−CB−B so that X =
A−CB− + L − A−ALBB− for arbitrary L in L(H).
The argument below gives the inequality ‖A+CB+ + L − A+ALBB+‖2  ‖A+CB+‖2 and
proves (without convexity) the equality assertion. Let P , Q and Y be as in Theorem 4.1 (so
that L − A+ALBB+ = PL(I − Q) + (I − P)Y ). Then, reasoning as above we obtain, from
Lemma 4.1(b) and (c),
‖A+CB+ + L − A+ALBB+‖22 =‖A+CB+‖22 + ‖PL(I − Q)‖22 + ‖(I − P)Y‖22
=‖A+CB+‖22 + ‖PL(I − Q) + (I − P)Y‖22
=‖A+CB+‖22 + ‖L − A+ALBB+‖22
‖A+CB+‖22
with equality in the inequality if and only if L − A+ALBB+ = 0.
The example below shows that Theorem 4.1 does not hold for p such that 1  p < 2.
Example 4.1. Let H =C2 and A=B=
[
1 1
1 1
]
so that A+ = B+ =
[
1
4
1
4
1
4
1
4
]
. Take X =
[
1
4
1
4
1
4
1
4
]
and C =
[
1 1
1 5
]
. Then it can be checked that
|AXB − C|2 =
[
0 0
0 16
]
and |AA+CB+B − C|2 =
[
2 −2
−2 10
]
from which it follows that for i = 1, 2
si(AXB − C) = 4, 0 and si(AA+CB+B − C) = (6 +
√
20)1/2, (6 − √20)1/2.
Therefore, by (2.3),
‖AXB − C‖1 = 4 + 0 < (6 +
√
20)1/2 + (6 − √20)1/2 = ‖AA+CB+B − C‖1
and, using a computer mathematical assistant,
‖AXB − C‖1.241.24 = 41.24 < (6 +
√
20)0.62 + (6 − √20)0.62 = ‖AA+CB+B − C‖1.241.24.
(Observe also that in this example |AXB − C|2 is not  |AA+CB+B − C|2 – which is as
expected; for otherwise, if |AXB − C|2  |AA+CB+B − C|2 then, by Lemma 2.1(c), we would
have ‖AXB − C‖p  ‖AA+CB+B − C‖p for all p such that 1  p < ∞.)
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